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Abstract
The crew of the H.L. Hunley submarine all perished following the successful attack and sinking of
the blockading ship USS Housatonic off the coast of Charleston, South Carolina in 1864. Through
archaeological and historical research, much has been learned about this event. However, because of
the paucity of historical records, the identities of the crew have not been well understood. This project
seeks to expand our understanding of the crew of H.L. Hunley through development of innovative
digital techniques in the reconstruction of facial features from 3D models of their skeletal remains.
Traditional methods of facial approximation have significant limitations in terms of flexibility and future
applicability. This project tests the use of cutting-edge production methods in an innovative workflow
to build more interactive and lifelike representations that exceed simple facial approximations. Using
3D scan data from individuals from the crew of H.L. Hunley, digital likenesses are being constructed
that work within the flexible Epic Games MetaHuman framework to create interactive, photorealistic
likenesses that can make realistic expressions, perform to match speech, and be animated for any digital
applications. By developing multiple reconstructions for each individual, archaeological research can
be enhanced using facial recognition to search currently available photo archives. We plan to test
this with specific individual facial approximations in consultation with the team of Civil War Photo
Sleuth (https://www.civilwarphotosleuth.com/) to attempt to find unidentified photographic records and
potential background histories for the crewmen of H.L. Hunley.
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1. Introduction

On the night of February 17, 1864, the submarine H.L. Hunley attacked and sank the blockading
sloop-of-war USS Housatonic off the coast of Charleston, South Carolina, marking the first time
in naval history that a submersible sank an enemy ship in combat. However, the submarine never
returned to shore that night. Rediscovered some 1000 feet from the wreck of USS Housatonic in
1995, H.L. Hunley was raised in 2000 and transported to the Warren Lasch Conservation Center
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Figure 1: Digital, facial-approximation workflow-progression sequence.

(WLCC) in North Charleston SC for conservation treatment and archaeological analysis[1].
In 2004, archaeologists at the WLCC began the process of documenting the entire skeletal
assemblage of the eight-man crew of H.L. Hunley using 3D scanning technology[2]. This was
partly to record the remains prior to burial, but also to create a permanent record of the bones
that could be applied to future research. This resulted in the development of accurate 3D models
of the skeletal remains, including the crania. This work forms the foundation of the current
digital likeness project. Facial reconstruction and the virtual recreation of people from the
past is a developing discipline that has the potential to bring the past alive like never before[3].
Through a collaborative effort, the WLCC and Clemson’s Digital Production Arts program
(DPA) hope to bring the story and history of the crew and their accomplishments to the public
through these interactive tools and produce a more accessible understanding of this significant
event in history.

2. Facial Approximation

Traditionally, facial reconstruction for archaeological purposes has involved established sculpt-
ing methods guided by anthropological and historical knowledge[4]. The cranium and possibly
other skeletal remains are used to inform the likeness which is sculpted in a multi-step process
on a cast of the cranial remains. Form construction is guided using tissue-depth markers, based
on established statistical tables, to predict the thickness of facial tissues over the skull at key
locations[5, 6]. The rest of the tissue and musculature structure is built on top with a final
sculpt of facial details and addition of teeth, hair, and eyes to finish the singular outcome[7, 8].
The context in which skeletal remains are found, including artifacts and burial practices, as
well as other knowledge of the person’s life provide insight that might feed into the sculpting
process. Facial approximations created in this way have not usually reached a particularly
lifelike appearance, nor have they been flexible – one notable limitation that multiple hypothet-
ical appearances may not be created without manually repeating the time- and skill-intensive
process.

Application of digital methods has allowed for more rapid development and iteration. Remains
can be scanned for 3D geometric information without having to craft molds, and more accurate
measurements can often be made across each step of a face reconstruction, replicating the
sculpting process but in more flexible representations. Automated technques may also be used
to create reconstructions[9, 10]. These methods all still primarily drive output of still images



Figure 2: MetaHuman rig and tools enable expression animation with reconstructed likeness.

rather than lifelike, animatable, performance-driven digital likenesses where hair and other
features may also be easily iterated or updated when new information becomes available.

3. Methodology Development

We suggest that in many ways digital reconstructions have still been limited to ”single use”
through manual reconstruction by an individual and the approach taken in modeling software.
In contrast, population facial models in computer studies typically use a common, registered
topology; however, they fall short in detail and photorealism, and are not rigged for anima-
tion[11]. Feature-film visual-effects work produces photorealistic digital likenesses that perform
and are cut together convincingly with video of the actual individuals but requires significant
skilled work to produce the animatable, rigged asset[12]. Video game technology in recent
years also approaches this level of fidelity but also requires skill and time[13]. The recent
introduction of the freely available and rapidly adopted Epic Games’ Unreal Engine MetaHuman
system, though, has significantly facilitated building a digital-human likeness[14]. The tools are
primarily focused on fictional character creation for the game industry, but the same technology
may be driven by facial scans or by archaeologically based reconstructions as we propose. Using
the Mesh-to-MetaHuman plugin, we can transfer the geometric topology and facial rigging
from scientifically based facial reconstructions to the MetaHuman framework[15]. This novel
workflow for archaeological face reconstructions allows for the creation of dynamic, lifelike
approximations that are not just static images but can be animated, used interactively, and
rendered in various lighting and environments. The common geometric format allows a variety
of flexible applications, uses in facial studies based on statistics, and easier modification of
facial hair and other features. Performance may also be driven by video or an iPhone and
could be controlled by actor or even generated by machine-learning if desired for hypothetical
interactions with an individual that could be guided by historical research.
Included here is work in progress regarding one of the Hunley crewmen, built using digital

facial approximation with a novel workflow we introduce here. We present the workflow
followed by brief discussion considering aspects and limitations of the process. See Figure 1 to
see the sequence progression of the process, from left to right. The proposed workflow that
we are testing is the following, where steps 1-5 are digital versions of traditional methods, and
steps 6 onward introduce new technique:

1. Scan and clean geometric data from cranial remains.
2. Scale cranial model correctly in 3D software such as Autodesk Maya.



3. Use any known information about individual to assist choosing facial-tissue depths from
anthropological tables.

4. Carefully mark fiducial points on cranial model to indicate tissue depths as in traditional
methods.

5. Overlay nose estimate and approximate facial musculature and fatty tissue, also in a
similar manner to traditional methods.

6. Use a parametric face model with a template mesh to conform roughly to geometry
constructed so far; as the parametric model can be guided by facial statistics, a base
”skin” mesh may be chosen somewhat similar to the demographic of the individual
being reconstructed. (Our model is built on scans from 3D Scan Store using Principal
Components Analysis (PCA), in a method similar to the 3D Morphable Model[16]).

7. After rough alignment of the base-skin mesh, iterate through broader to finer passes
of digital sculpting to have the mesh best match the underlying structures while also
matching overall facial structures and any known information about the individual.

Figure 3: Adapting reconstructedmesh withMesh-to-Metahuman tool using detected landmarks.

8. At this point, individual texture maps might normally be created to use with lighting
and rendering; however, we use the Mesh-to-MetaHuman tool, as shown in Figure 3, to
generate a version of the geometry (along with rig, etc.) that match the MetaHuman
format. (This is essentially an automated re-topology tool, where we comment further
below). The procedural parameters of the tool are guided to best match known traits of
the individual, relating in a near-realistic digital version (see the final image on the right
in Figure 1 or posed faces in Figure 2).

9. Once the MetaHuman mesh is brought back into Unreal Engine (or Maya or other soft-
ware), it can additionally be improved by adopting a photo-based texture map and normal
map that match known aspects of the individual. These could also include specular albedo
or other maps used to improve photo-realistic rendering and can be derived from scan
data [17] or from a system such as VarIS[18] or a Light Stage[19]. These need to be
transformed to match the texture layout (UV-coordinates) of the MetaHuman mesh. This
can be performed using software such as Wrap[20] or custom software[21]. See Figure 5
for a sample of detail possible with this method.



Figure 4: Example of poses enabled by template rig.

4. Discussion

The method proposed here offers many benefits such as more rapid completion of realistic
versions of a facial approximation as well as generation of a template rig that can be used
for animation. As there are already several tools for working with the MetaHuman format,
performances may be used fairly easily to drive the facial animation and body animation of the
digital likeness. See Figure 3 for sample face poses as well as Figure 4 for sample body poses
(both made using the basic MetaHuman face representation from step 8 before photo-scan
texture detail had been added, per step 9, and shown in Figure 5). There are some limitations we
note. As the Mesh-to-Metahuman tool performs an automated retopology based on landmarks,
as shown in Figure 3, it tends to make mistakes on a generic mesh with no facial texture which
need to be corrected manually. (One way to aid this in the future would be to apply an average
face texture to the base skin mesh before using the tool). Another consideration is the accuracy
of the topological conversion; we have not yet tested how close the mesh is to the original,
but we plan to do this in the future. It is visually similar, but it would be useful to quantify if
there are any areas of significant topological change going through the process that could affect
the facial approximation. Lastly, the current hair (and facial hair) grooms of the MetaHuman
system are limited and primarily contemporary in nature; many of them also only work in
the highest level-of-detail (LOD 0) within the game engine. Custom grooms may be created in
Maya or other software, though, per character-effects production methods and brought into
Unreal Engine for use in interactive applications; these, however, can take a fairly significant
additional effort. We hope to develop a parametric system in the future for matching a variety
of hair grooms to facial models of the same common topology for further flexibility and speed.
The tangible outcomes of the project will be the creation of photorealistic digital likeness

of the members of the crew of the H.L. Hunley submarine. These likenesses will be fully
rigged 3D-character assets and can be used in museums and educational settings, offering
interactive experiences. This will also make them fully animatable, potentially providing
engaging storytelling and enhanced learning opportunities. The quality and flexibility of
reconstructions may also aid in identifying historical photographs through collaboration, such as



with the team of Civil War Photo Sleuth[22]. These may relate to the lives of the individuals and
tie more details together for particular studies.[23, 24]. Additionally, the updated and improved
facial reconstructions and interactive applications of this proposed project are envisioned to
have a prominent place the creation of a digital presentation and display for the Friends of the
Hunley website (www.hunley.org), as well as for the proposed Maritime Museum currently in
development in the Charleston, South Carolina area. In the future, this will enable all public
visitors to experience the educational content and story.

Figure 5: Render of approximated likeness with final application of photo-realistic texture maps.
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